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——————

Introduction
——————

Lost Hours is a 3rd person survival horror RPG game based on iconic survival horror games such as Silent Hill

and Resident Evil, but with much of its own personality. While its main genre is survival horror, it will also include

major RPG elements, branching storylines, tasks (sidequests), exploration, and a survival-based (fight, flight, or

sneak) combat system.

This game is being created in the Unity engine using the asset Game Creator, a suite of development tools

created by Catsoft Works, along with a the use of many other assets to achieve my goals for this game. I am not a

coder, so these assets enable me to create what I envision without the hassle of making all of my own code from

scratch or relying on a hired coder. I have, however, added some custom scripts in certain places with the help of

tutorials and very kind members of the Game Creator discord group (special thanks to that wonderful server!)

This project has come a long way since its original conception, and has evolved many times. This is an outline of

the most recent plans (date listed under title) for development, and the directions I intend to take. It is constantly

being edited, added to, and having pieces scrapped, so until this document is officially “completed”, expect many

development changes and alterations, as well as only partial completion of this GDD as I work out more specific

mechanics.

——————

Visuals
——————

Graphics Style

To tie Lost Hours in with my other works, I decided to go

with a graphic novel/comic style which is present in all

graphics, from the environment, to the character and creatures

models, and the UI aesthetic. 

The 3D models in the game are specifically painted with

“line art”-like outlines around edges and on some surfaces for

detail, as well as having a specialized shader applied to them

to show the outline from different angles (see fig. 1). This can

be thought of as akin to a game like Borderlands or Telltale

games such as The Walking Dead.

For in-game character speech such as examining objects, or

when a character speaks (when not in a dialogue sequence), it

Fig. 1

In the pre-alpha screenshot above, you can see

the black outline created around the mart door to

make it appear like line art and thus drawn,

though it is actually a model.

You can also see the speech bubble graphic,

activated when the character(s) interact with

something or have something to say.



when a character speaks (when not in a dialogue sequence), it

will appear above them as speech bubbles (see fig. 1).

The secondary and tertiary graphics aesthetics will be grunge and ice/cool colours; this will be present in most

graphical elements and is supposed to add to the “dark and cold” mood of the game.

Graphics Quality

First priorities should be on story and gameplay, with graphics quality coming last. This isn’t to say I’m going to

design the graphics and animations entirely bad on purpose, but I want them to have that semi old nostalgic

quality without being too old feeling (such as PS1/pixelated graphics). Classic PS2 style seemed like a good middle

ground for that, so I’ll be constructing the models for the environment, characters and creatures to have that

general style, polygonal, but detailed. I’m not sure how this will go with my idea for line art being painted onto the

models, however, so this idea may need to be reworked as I move on with development. If I need to go with higher

end graphics in order to achieve the comic book style I want, I’m okay with doing that too. I just don’t need the

highest quality graphics I can make.

Minor Cutscenes

Minor cutscenes (scenes that temporarily interrupt gameplay to show something move, movement of the

camera, etc) will be standard, using the same environments and 3D models so as to minimally interrupt gameplay,

as opposed to what I call “major cutscenes”, discussed below.

Major Cutscenes

Major cutscenes advance the story and are very important; in terms of some traditional survival horror games

like Silent Hill, these would be the sequences of specialized animations, as opposed to the in-game interrupted

gameplay I mentioned above. The style for these cutscenes will also be tied in with the graphic novel style, with

minimal animation and no voice overs, just speech bubbles and (possible) narration boxes, if necessary. They will be

created using traditional 2D animation. There will be an addition of 3D layers and dynamic camera movement for

added effect. 

Camera and Player View

The game is in 3rd person, similar to the classic Silent Hill games, with a single camera located above the

character. Unlike the Silent Hill games (and most other traditional survival horror games) the camera can be

rotated freely on a single axis around the character, allowing for the player to look around the environment while

focusing on the main player.

The camera’s zoom (field of view) can be affected by character skills and afflictions; when Panicking, a

character’s view area will go down, zooming the camera in for the player and allowing less to be seen. But if

they’re actively searching (using a Skill called “Investigate”), the view area will expand, the camera will back out

and the player will be able to see slightly more than normal, along with possible other benefits that can be gained

from higher Investigate levels and stats.

To allow for surprises, scares, and the feeling of

mystery, walls and ceilings had to be dealt with very

specifically so the player could not view inside buildings

or rooms before entering them. For this, I employed a

lot of triggers and a dissolve shader, and cut the roofs of

buildings into what are essentially “tiles” over each

room. As the player enters the building, the main part of

the roof dissolves, but other rooms still have their roof

tiles opaque, so the player may not see inside. Only by

actually entering that sub-room will that roof tile then

dissolve, and the original rooms roof will reappear. This

allows for rooms to change and enemies to appear even

within rooms you think you may have cleared…

I also very carefully designed certain walls within

buildings to be partially invisible from one side once



buildings to be partially invisible from one side once

entering the room, allowing the player to investigate

smaller rooms thoroughly and not have to rely only on

the character outlines to see where they are going (see

fig. 2).

Fig. 2

One-sided walls!

Menus and HUD*

The main characters Journals are a major mechanic (see Gameplay) as well as an important menu, containing

items such as maps, clues and found notes as well as hand-written information from each of the characters

(objectives, creature info, etc). All of these entries and pages will maintain “scrapbook” type graphics. 

The journals between Allison and Shane will differ greatly and reflect their characters. Allison takes Poloroid

photos of the creatures and interesting things they encounter. Shane sketches them. Likewise, much of the

information such as notes and objectives will be written different or contain different clues and information all

together.

Menus will have the standard grunge/ice aesthetic, with some similar “scrapbook” or journal-type images.

HUD is still being worked out; whether or not there will actually be a HUD, and how it will look if there is one.

If there ends up being one, it will not be persistent throughout gameplay, and only appear during specific moments

such as low stamina, injury, etc. There is a major chance I will only be including character information within the

journals, however, and have little to no HUD at all, save for perhaps a few momentary selection screens for

weapons and such. Again, not sure about all this yet, still working it out.

——————

Gameplay Overview
——————

In this section I will go over some very basic overviews of important mechanics for the game, including what is

known as the “gameplay loop”. Following this section will be more detailed sections for each major mechanic

featured in the game.

Survival Horror with RPG Mechanics

As I mentioned briefly at the beginning of this GDD, I’ve always had a love for old survival horror games, but

also a huge attraction to RPGs. There have been many crossovers of such genres since I was a child, but I couldn’t

help thinking about how a game like Resident Evil or Silent Hill would play had they any sort of RPG mechanic

(something The Evil Within did, but I wanted something a little more like the classic Silent Hill games).

In Lost Hours, the RPG mechanics are mostly in the characters and enemies, but will also exist on weapons,

allowing for you to upgrade your favorite weapons using Aether (an item rarely found, so use it sparingly).

Upgrading a weapon works in a similar way as upgrading (or leveling up) a character, and the weapon, like your

character, will get stronger. 

I’m still working out more uses for higher level weapons; more will be added for this mechanic in the future



I’m still working out more uses for higher level weapons; more will be added for this mechanic in the future

(hopefully). For now its just a damage increase.

Leveling up your character will be the same as other RPGs, but with a slight twist. Yes, defeating enemies will

give you EXP, but that is not the only thing that will raise your EXP bar. Finding hidden items, succeeding in certain

events, and finishing Tasks and Objectives will likewise raise your EXP, so combat isn’t necessary. You’ll want to

balance the resources you may use in battle with how much EXP you may get, and whether or not that Aether drop

chance is worth it (more on this mechanic later).

Each character as they level up will allow for you to specialize their stats and unlock special skills, some of

which are character specific. To explore anything and everything, you’ll likely want to take care of a number of

characters, but you’ll need to keep them healthy (and be careful where you take them, as characters do have

weaknesses). New skills will sometimes help in combat, or have an effect on the world or an interaction they can

use within the world, so you’ll have a lot of options and things to work toward while exploring.

World Weapon Interactions

Silent Hill had a lot of interesting survival horror weapons, but once you found one that was better, it made all

old weapons obsolete. So what if even the weaker items actually had a use? Say, for example, the first and most

basic you get to defend yourself from monsters is the Steel Pipe. Not the greatest weapon, especially when

compared to something you may find later like a Fire Axe. But perhaps the Steel Pipe has more use to it than

simple combat? In Lost Hours, it does. It comes with a Leverage ability and a Reach ability, both of which can be

used to interact with the environment

Combat

Although most modern survival horror games nowadays avoid the concept of combat all together, that was not

something I wanted for this project. Many believe combat to be the downfall of the concept of horror in a video

game, but I disagree. It’s simply a different kind of horror: the feeling of helplessness. This is an adequate and valid

form of horror, of course, and will be employed in certain places with Lost Hours, but will not be a major aspect of

the game. I’d like both to prove that it’s not necessary for a horror game to lack combat in order to be scary (which I

feel games like Silent Hill and Fatal Frame already proved but I want to show a more modern version), and include

combat because the main inspirations I’m basing Lost Hours on contained combat, as clunky as it was (something I

will also try to fix).

My main task with designing the combat for this game was making it not as clunky as its inspirations, but also

not something where you necessarily want to seek out enemies and ruin the horror aspect of them. I had to come

up with a very specific mix of difficulty but not necessarily frustration (with controls, I mean) and risk vs reward

system for actually entering into combat. Most enemies are not that easy to kill, and also have Levels, so even the

first enemies met, at some point, will be stronger than when you first saw them. You will also have to balance how

much Sanity or Health you may lose entering into combat with them, and what resources you may use (First Aid

Kits, Ammo, etc). 

To further make combat something to be wary of, many enemies have attacks that will do more damage based

on higher stats, and not just lower. So don’t think you will get away buffing a single stat and sweeping away

enemies that much faster. And, like characters, enemies may have different skills of their own to gain when they

level up, so you won’t always be facing the same creature each time you see one.

I may add more aspects to combat, especially when it comes to having multiple characters traveling with you;

I’m still working a lot of that out!

Semi-Open World

While the beginning of Lost Hours is mostly introductory and thus linear, once reaching the town proper, a large

area opens up for the player to explore. While many places may be plot-locked or task-locked, there will be many

areas and objects to interact with, and exploring may trigger specific Tasks to appear (such as finding notes that

may start a Task, etc) or allow you to find and recruit certain characters, and, of course, investigate their specific

backstories (which will in turn unlock new areas).



As mentioned earlier under World Weapon Interactions, what you can interact with may not only depend on

your skills, but which weapons you currently have with you (and there is an inventory limit, so you cannot carry

everything with you all at once).

Gameplay Loop

The main gameplay loop, in general, is very similar to Silent Hill: follow the story to unlock objectives and new

areas, solve puzzles within those areas in order to reach “the end” of the area where a Boss will likely need to be

defeated, and repeat. On a level-by-level basis, the loop is discovering where you need to go next, find the item(s)

that allow you to get there, obtain said items (which will take some work in and of itself), and use them correctly

to move on. More details on this is mentioned in Gameplay: Exploration and Environment - Item-Based

Environmental Puzzles.

——————

Gameplay: Stats and Effects
——————

Stats are how you interact with the world around you. Depending on your stats, different interactions may

result in different events. You may immediately be able to resolve an event (such as if you have enough strength to

move something, you will move it), or you may have to test a stat against a set requirement in order to active the

event (for some interactions that require a test and not an automatic interaction). Some interactions may allow you

to try an interaction without having the required stat level, but you will likely fail, and something bad may happen,

such as injury or other unwanted events. For example, if something requires a stat level of 20 to break, you may try

it at only stat level 17, but you may hurt yourself. The chances of something bad happening are higher the bigger

the difference in the stat requirement versus your own stat. Sometimes, you may actually succeed, but still result in

some sort of injury or other negative event happening, so its not necessarily one or the other.

Similar to level, stats also have “EXP bars”, but do not use the same EXP as leveling up. When you interact with

things in the world successfully, you’ll have EXP added to whatever stats that interaction may affect (such as

Strength for moving things, etc). When that stats progress bar reaches full, that stat will go up by one, and the

progress bar will reset. Depending on how high the stat is, the progress bar will require more and more EXP to be

added to it in order to raise the stat. 

When you raise a stat in this way, you will also gain EXP relative to the difficulty of raising said stat, so the

higher the stat is when you raise it (and thus the more difficult to raise it), the more EXP you get added to your

main Level bar.

Stats:

Level: A character’s level is an overall reflection of their abilities in combat and exploration. By exploring,

completing objectives, discovering secrets and defeating enemies, you will gain EXP that will eventually add up to

raise a character’s level. When a level goes up, you are given Skill Points that you may distribute however you wish

in that characters Skill menu, and you can upgrade a stat. 

Health: How much damage a character can take, in damage points (or hit points/HP), before they die. If Allison

and/or Shane die, its game over, and you must restart from your last save (usually…) Health has an “Injury”

threshold that is different for each character, where, upon reach a certain health amount, your character will

become “Injured”, which will affect both gameplay and visuals. Some creatures can sense your injuries…The Injury

threshold can be modified via the Skills menu (discussed later).

Stamina: How long a character can run or perform physical actions for before tiring and needing to rest.

Gradually restores itself when moving slowly, or restores itself quicker while not moving at all.

Sanity: How much mental damage a character can take before becoming afflicted with the Terror Affliction.

Sanity also has a “Panic” threshold which is different for each character and can be modified via the Skills menu.

While Panicking, a character loses the ability to use certain skills, and some of their stats will go down. They will

also be more susceptible to mental Status Effects. Terror will be discussed a bit later.

—

Strength: Measures how physically strong a character is. This stat will modify damage dealt to enemies using

melee weapons, and affect many in-game interactions such as the ability to pick up, move, or push items or use

Leverage weapons.

Perception: A very important stat for exploration, Perception is a characters ability to perceive their



Perception: A very important stat for exploration, Perception is a characters ability to perceive their

surroundings. This affects the starting skill “Investigate”, and is also used during many dialogue and general

exploration interactions. Some of its perks include the ability to temporarily raise viewing distance away from the

character, marking known enemies with an outline, and sensing traps or danger.

Stealth: The ability to travel and interact with objects without being seen, or sensed. Great for sneaking around

enemies you’d rather not get into combat with, or laying traps for said enemies.

Agility: A characters physical agility such as climbing ability or Stamina. Often affects the ability to interact with

the world in a physical way (along with Dexterity), and allows for some specific context interactions.

Dexterity: Like Strength affects melee weapons, Dexterity affects the damage (and general accuracy) of firearm

weapons. It also, similar to Agility, allows for specific contextual interactions within the world.

Willpower: The mental resistance of the character and their ability to resist mental traumas and Status Effects.

Also affects some interactions.

Fortitude: The physical resistance of the character and their ability to resist physical traumas and Status

Effects. Also affects some interactions.

Afflictions (Negative Status Effects):

Afflictions are temporary negative effects on your character. They can be given via enemies or some

interactions, failed or otherwise. They may affect stats or general gameplay. There are physical Afflictions and

mental Afflictions:

Physical

Injured: Injured is an automatically given Affliction based on your character’s Injury threshold when losing

Health. It makes them move slightly slower, and some enemies may react differently to characters that are injured,

either targeting them first or able to sense them easier. 

Dying: Dying occurs automatically when a character is dealt damage that would reduce their health to 0. While

Dying, a character has a chance to be dealt a deathblow by any source of damage (including Afflictions such as

Bleed or Poison). This mechanic functions similar to the “Deathblow” mechanic in Darkest Dungeon, but also reduces

speed and every stat by 75%. 

Bleed: Bleeding is a common Affliction and slowly drains health over time until it is stopped by healing or

Bandages. The characters health will drain faster while walking, or when Stamina is used, so if a character is

Bleeding, its likely you’ll want to leave them where they are until you can find a way to help them.

Poison: Similar to Bleeding, but has a set time of effect, and will stop damaging once that time is up. Until then,

try to keep that character safe and healthy!

Frozen: Being Frozen slows a characters movement and drains their Stamina significantly. It also negates the

Strength modifier for melee weapons so that only the weapons base damage will be used. 

Stun (physical): Stun causes can be either physical or mental (and thus affected by either Willpower or

Fortitude) but their effects are the same. You will not be able to move for a few seconds or open any menus. Being

damaged during this state usually results in a Critical Hit, but the Stun wears off immediately after being damaged.

Mental

Panic: Like Injury, Panic occurs automatically upon reaching the characters Panic threshold when losing Sanity.

While Panicking, a character will walk slower and run faster, and make more noise. If you are playing as the

panicking character, your field of view will also be reduced a little, and certain Skills (such as Investigate) will

become unusable, as well as most interactions. Panic goes away automatically upon regaining Sanity to above the

Panic threshold, or over time (however, if still underneath the Panic threshold when the Panic time ends, any other

damage to your Sanity will cause the panic to recur).

Terror: Like the Dying Affliction, Terror occurs automatically when a characters Sanity reaches 0. While Terrified,

the characters view distance goes down drastically, and few to no interactions can be made by them. They also

cannot fight, and take 50% more damage from enemies. So it will not outright kill them, but it will become easier

for them to be killed. If a character survives being Terrified, as it is also on a counter like Panic, they will switch to

Panic, until the Panic counter ends. A character can survive with 0 Sanity, but any Sanity damage will cause the

Terror to recur.

Confusion: While Confused, visibility becomes distorted and partially obscured and menus cannot be opened if

you are playing as the Confused character. If you attack, there is a chance you will hit an Ally instead of an enemy

(or an Ally may attack you instead). You cannot interact with confused characters or interact as a confused

character. Confusion goes away after its timer runs out.



Stun (mental): Same as physical Stun.

There are no “positive status effects”, per say, but there are Skills available in the skill menu that basically

function as such. 

Character Flaws and Disorders:

Flaws and Disorders are basically “negative skills” exclusive to each character, and each character comes with at

least 2. A horror story isn’t complete without characters holding deep flaws, secrets, or other darknesses, and I

wanted these to play a major role in the gameplay for Lost Hours. By playing through the game, there may be ways

to help these characters with their Flaws or Disorders so that they may not suffer as much from them, if at all…Be

sure to pursue side objectives and characters backstories to see what you can help with if you’d like that character

to be a more reliable ally.

Examples below will include Allison and Shane only, so as not to spoil other characters.

Allison:

Automatophobia: Fear of uncanny things. When around mannequins or statues, Allison’s Sanity is gradually

reduced. She takes 10% more damage from Wroughthorse enemies or while around mannequins or statues.

Acrophobia: Fear of heights. Allison’s Sanity is gradually reduced when near ledges or climbing up to high

places.

Shane:

Schizophrenia (Subdued): Shane may see or hear things that are not really there if his Sanity begins to suffer.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder: Shane takes 10% more Sanity damage whenever he would take Sanity damage

from the environment.

Nyctophobia: Fear of the dark. Shane’s Sanity is gradually reduced when in total darkness.

Spectrophobia: Fear of mirrors/reflections. Looking at reflections or being around them too long may make

Shane uncomfortable and lose some Sanity.

——————

Gameplay: Levels and Skills
——————

As mentioned in the above section, levels and stats are an essential part of Lost Hours. When you level up a

character, they gain Skill Points (SP) that can be used to upgrade that characters abilities in the Skill menu. There

are all kinds of skills based on many different things, from weapons and attacks, to passive abilities, and even

reducing the effects of some Afflictions, or chances of them happening. They are broken up between Active Skills

and Passive Skills, each with their own branches and sub-branches. Many skills can be leveled up to increase their

effects or receive additional ones, and some may have their own trees with branching effects.

Most skills will require a prerequisite Level or Stat to be obtained. Some may even be able to be upgraded by

use instead of/in tandem with Skill Points.

 A few skills will be listed below as examples; more will be available in the final game, and some character

exclusive skills will also exist. There may even be some secret skills…

Active Skills

Dodge: Nimbly evade an enemy attack, if timed accurately. Uses Stamina.

Block: Reduce incoming damage by blocking with a Two-Handed weapon.

Focus: Temporarily slow down time around you while draining Stamina.

Double Strike (1H): Attack twice consecutively with a One-Handed Weapon.

Investigate: Highlight interactable objects and reveal hidden clues within a specific radius. Requires a

cooldown.

->Investigate Lv. 3: (Leveled up Investigate) Larger search radius. Tags noticed enemies and outlines them in

red for a period of time.

Passive Skills



Adrenaline Rush: When you are noticed by an enemy, you gain a few seconds of Stamina immunity.

Smashing!: Two-Handed Blunt weapons deal an extra 5 damage and have +10% Stun chance.

Hackenslasher: One-Handed Sharp weapons deal an extra 5 damage and have +10% Bleed chance.

Thick Blood: +5% Bleed resistance.

->Clotting: (Branch from Thick Blood) Bleeding may stop on its own (10% chance each time health is drained).

——————

Gameplay: Objectives and Tasks
——————

Objectives are main parts of the story, and completing them will move the story forward, while Tasks are side

missions that will likely give extra rewards, and/or background lore to either the world or characters (and maybe

benefit certain characters, as well).

There won’t be any dynamic tracking for Objectives and Tasks like is available in many RPG games such as The

Elder Scrolls games (nor a compass or minimap), but areas of interest will be marked on maps like in Silent Hill 2,

where an area may be circled/have a drawing near it.

Objectives and Tasks are listed (and crossed out when completed) in the Journals.

 

——————

Gameplay: Exploration and Environment
——————

Environment

The environment isn’t just a static background world in Lost Hours, but a world that changes depending on

choices and characters, and it can be interacted with in many different ways.

Depending on certain choices or characters you decide to take with you, you may encounter different enemies

or events, or they may be entirely randomized during each playthrough. This not only gives different experiences

for different players, but adds suspense in never knowing what exactly may happen or what you may encounter,

whether you’ve played the game already or not.

Many of the items in the environment can also be directly interacted with, akin to Silent Hill: Origins, but will

not be added to your Inventory; rather they are temporary, single-use items that can be used as weapons, or to

distract or attract enemies. Certain stats may be required to interact with different items in different ways. For

example, a character with low Strength may be able to move a chair, but to pick it up and throw it as a weapon

requires more Strength. 

The environment itself may also affect characters directly, and characters may affect it beyond just items. A

major example is darkness. Shane has Nyctophobia, and as long as he is in complete darkness, his Sanity will slowly

be drained. There are multiple ways to remedy this. If there is power to the area, you may be able to turn on lights

(however this will make sneaking more difficult; balance the pros and cons of certain interactions). If there is no

power, perhaps there’s a chance you can find a way to restore it? A flare would also be an option, but a time

sensitive one, and one that may attract certain enemies to you.

Different environments will affect different characters in different ways. Pay attention to your surroundings

and your characters strengths and weaknesses; some characters you may not want to bring to certain places, or

you may require the help of a specific character to traverse certain areas depending on the abilities or stats.

Item-Based Environmental Puzzles

Also like the two primary series I’ve based Lost Hours after, many of the puzzles present in the game have to

do with finding the correct items to use in the correct area. For example, you come across an area that requires a

specific item to enter, but to find that item may take some exploring. And on top of that, the item you need to

enter this new area may require another item to actually get. This is the basic gameplay loop: working to find items,

obtain them, and use them where needed. It may sound strange to people who have not played games like this, but



obtain them, and use them where needed. It may sound strange to people who have not played games like this, but

it makes for, in my personal opinion as a game designer and player, an interesting style of puzzle in which you

must consider many different options for different items and explore anything and everything (something that’s

also great for sneaking in some lore…).

Other Puzzles

Besides item based puzzles, you may come across more mini-game like puzzles (or a combination of the two

styles, where you’ll need an item in order to play a mini-game). In these sequences, you will be interacting with

some object in a close-up view. As an example, in Silent Hill 2,  there is a coin puzzle in the Blue Creek Apartments,

where you must find the missing coins, and then place them in the correct order into slots inside a desk in order to

open the desk and obtain a key. Likewise, in Resident Evil, there is a sequence in which you must place books in

the correct order to discover a secret passage behind a bookshelf. Some of these may require items to interact with

or “complete” and some of them won’t. 

Work with the Environment

Due to the interactivity of the environment, there may be different ways through or around predicaments such

as enemies and even some puzzle areas. Different stats, items or the environment itself will give you different

options. For example, if there are enemies blocking an area and you’re in a bad position to fight, there will likely be

a way around those enemies. Perhaps you can use something to distract them? Or maybe there’s a way to sneak

around them via an alternative route? You could even possibly set a trap. Be sure to explore anything and

everything to view all your options.

——————

Gameplay: Combat
——————

Combat was something I had to deal with very carefully for a number of reasons. For one, I don’t want it to feel

as clunky as Silent Hill’s combat generally was. I also didn’t want it to be too easy or “fun” as that would take away

from the feeling of horror towards the enemies (in some cases), but that’s a hard line to walk because, of course

you want your game to be fun. So I’m designing the combat to be fluid, but difficult, and very subject to changes

and considerations. Is it worth using your precious ammo? Is it worth possibly being affected by that affliction? Is it

worth losing the health you’ll inevitably lose, or a partner character will lose? The enemies will not usually be easy

to defeat, and their attacks will be dangerous, especially as the enemies level up. There’s also only a chance that an

enemy will drop something useful upon being defeated; its uncommon to rare. So again, you’ll have to weigh the

risk and (possible) rewards of actually getting into combat. Sometimes you won’t have a choice, however…And

you’ll need to be ready for those moments at any time.

Weapons & Durability

Enemies

——————

Story and Characters coming soon!
——————


